
Climbs and Regional Notes

This series of notes is arranged, in general, from west to east or north to south
as the case may be.

We are greatly indebted to the various contributors named, but especially to
the following who have co-ordinated reports from particular regions: Mick
Burke and Doug Scott (the Alps), Henri Snijders (South Africa), M. Anufrikov
and Eugene Gippenreiter (Soviet Union), Trevor Braham with Adolf and
Kurt Diemberger (Hindu Kush), Jagdish Nanavati and Soli Mehta (India),
Col James Roberts (Nepal), Ichiro Yoshizawa (Japan), Warwick Deacock
(Australia), Norman Hardie (New Zealand), Kenneth Henderson (North
America), Evelio Echevarria C. (South America), and Allan Austin, Ian Clough,
Tony Moulam and Joss Lynam (British Isles). Audrey Salkeld and Ken
Wilson have also provided information and assistance.

Contributions for the next Journal will be very welcome, preferably by mid
January 197I (please see P 348).

Europe
Norway 1969

Summary Unfortunately bad weather restricted climbing this summer, but
nevertheless several important first ascents were made. Hoibakk's Chimney
(VI sup., A3, 2500 ft) on the lower North face of Sondre Trolltind fell to Nigel
Helliwell and Dave Johnston on 5-'7 August; there would be a risk of drowning
in heavy rain on account of the volume of water channeled down the cleft.
Tony Willmott and Simon Eshkell did the Upper Left-hand Dihedrals (VI
sup., AI, 5500 ft) on the upper North face of Sondre Trolltind in August-an
excellent upper part in good position. Other new routes were the East face of
Dronningen (Bill Tweedale, Keith Chadwick and Jill Greenwood); the South
west spur (V, 6500 ft) of the Lille Romsdalshorn (Willmott and Mike Spring;
Alan Heppenstall and Dave Edwards); and the South face direct ofAxeller
(Helliwell and Johnston).

Important repetitions included the second ascent of the West diedre of Monge
jura (A.J. 74154) by Willmott and Spring; and the East pillar of Trollryggen
(A.J. 73 [I]) by the same party, by Bill Lounds and Tony Charlton, and
by a Swiss party. Ed. Ward-Drummond and Dave Pearce attempted a con
tinuous ascent of the French route on the North face of Trollrygg~, com
pleting about 3000 ft of it before giving up above the Great Flake. An escape
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was found to the East shoulder at the level of the Great Flake (Az, 700 ft),
which should be climbable in the reverse direction also. Source: Mountain
No.6, I969.

The 'Haute Route' of Central Norway During eighteen days from Graz,
six of us did the traverse from Fjaerland to Roysheim on ski in May 1969.
The best time for this traverse is probably end of March, beginning of April;
a month later one often breaks through the snow, knee deep.

I regard the traverse of the Jostedals glacier as a serious enterprise, because a
change of the weather can come much more quickly than in our Alps. Bivouacs
on the Jostedals glacier and on the Lodalskapa require foam-rubber mattresses
and/or a warm tent. Cooker, sleeping bags and food for several days are
essential. Being late in the season the huts were mostly unguarded but the
D. .T. key gives access to them (except Spiterstulen, Glitterheim, Krossbu
and Leirvassbu). Some provisions are kept in the huts.

During our traverse we did not meet a single person, except on the Bovertun
Elveseter road. We covered on skis about zoo km. Despite the lower altitude
and the absence of steep ground I regard this tour as considerably more
serious and valuable than the classic Haute Route from Argentiere to Saas Fee.
However, conditions are probably much better in March-April, because at
that time many orwegians are ski-ing in these areas and nearly all the huts
have guardians present. Hanns Schell

The Alps 19691

Summary 1969 was a very good season, with a long spell of perfect weather
in July as a result of which many good climbs were done.

The major new routes were those by Polish and Japanese parties on the
Grand Pilier d' Angle and Eiger respectively (see below); but an Italian
party did an important new route on the orth face of the Matterhorn.

Among the most startling events were the various routes climbed solo. Those
by Eric Jones and Cliff Phillips are recorded below; but Reinhold Messner

I We are again greatly indebted to the Hon. Editor of the A.e.G., Doug Scott, for
help in collating the bulk of this material, and also to Mick Burke and Ken vVilson.
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